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We presentthe first analysisof PioneerVenusOrbiterplasma,electricfield,and magneticfield
observationsin the Venus tail. We have studied the first seasonof Pioneer Venus Orbiter tail passage

(approximately
June1979)in orderto determine
themainplasmaandfieldconfiguration
in thisregion
at this time and to ascertainsomeof the basicphysicalprocesses.
Our analysisshowsthat the boundary
of the Venusiantail is often characterizedby changingplasmadistributionsand enhancedplasmawave
activity.We use summaryplasmaprobe parametersto argue that the wavesare Doppler-shiftedion

acousticoscillations.
In themagnetotailregionthereis generallyan exclusion
of high-density
plasma,but
when plasmais detected,the distributionsoften appear to be non-Maxwellianat the highesttime
resolution,and thesedistorted distribution functionsare generallyaccompaniedby enhancedplasma

wavesignalsand magneticfield reversals
indicativeof electriccurrents.On the basisof our analysesof
the high-resolution
plasmaand wave observations
for orbit 189, we identifya differenttime from that
previouslydefinedon the basisof the magneticfielddata for the spacecraft
entranceinto themagnetotail.
The waveactivityin the Venustail appearssimilarto the broadbandnoiseidentifiedin the earth'stail,
but at Venusthe levelsare usuallyhigher.
INTRODUCTION

In 1967,close-inobservationsfrom Venera 4 and Mariner 5
first demonstrated that Venus has no significant planetary

magneticfield, while more distantmeasurements
from Mariner 5 showedthat a taillike magneticfield developedbehind
the planet(see,for example,Russell[1979] and Baueret al.
[1977]).Duringits Venusflyby,Mariner 10 alsotraversedthe
distant wake region [Bridge et al., 1974; Ness et al., 1974;
Leppingand Behannon,1978]. Subsequently,
detailedinformation on the location of the Venus tail and the character-

isticsof the plasmaand magneticfield out to about 4 Rv came

from analysisof measurements
on the Venera9 and 10 orbiters [Gringauzet al., 1976; Vaisberget al., 1976; Verigin et
al., 1978; Romanovet al., 1979; Breus,1980; Dolginovet al.,
1980; Russell,1976a,b].
The Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) provided the first op-

and the protonswere found to be similar.Perez-de-Tejadaet
al. [1982] examinedsimultaneousplasmaand magneticfield
data from PVO in the wake region for the June 1979 tail

crossings
and foundthat the accelerated
planetaryO + ions
tend to move in the direction of the shocked solar wind flow

and not necessarily
along the local magneticfield directionas
predictedfor ion pickup in comets [Alfv•n, 1981; Brandt,
1976]. Recently, Mihalov and Barnes [1982] examined the
plasmaobservations
for the June1979crossings
of the distant
wake and tail, and they provideddescriptionsof the morphologyof O + in the wake.
In this paperwe presentthe first descriptions
of combined
tail measurementsfrom the Pioneer Venus plasma analyzer,

magnetometer,
and plasmawavedetector.Our studyemploys
the observationsfrom the first season(approximately June
1979)of the PVO tail passage.We have studiedin detail the
simultaneous
plasmaand field data from orbits 180-195, but

portunityto investigate
thetail out to a distance
of 12Rv, and
it also providedthe first opportunityto study plasmawave in this paper we concentrateon the analysesfor orbits 188,
phenomenain this region.Mihalov et al. [1980] initially 189, and 191. These orbits are representativeof the first tail
showedthat the cavitydoesextendout well beyond4 Rv, and passagewith the exceptionof the exit from the tail on orbit
they tentativelyidentifiedenergeticO + ions in the distant 191, which is atypical as discussedbelow in the summary
wake. Russellet al. [1981] then examinedthe Pioneer Venus

observations

and discussion sections. The Orbiter

measure-

magneticfieldand plasmawavedata;theydemonstrated
that ments show that the boundary of the magnetotail is often
a well-definedmagnetictail existsand that the tail boundary characterizedby changingplasmadistributionsand enhanced
is often characterizedby changesin the plasma wave spec- plasmawave activity.We use summaryplasmaanalyzerparametersto show that the wavescan be identifiedas Dopplertrum.
lntriligator [1982] continuedthe studyof the tail by ana- shifted ion acoustic oscillations.In the magnetotail region
lyzingthesimultaneous
heavyion andprotonobservations
for there is generallyan exclusionof high-densityplasma, but
the June 1979 PVO distanttail crossings.
This studyprovided when plasmais detected,the distributionsusually appear to
clearevidencefor the intermittentpresenceof heavyions near be non-Maxwellian at the highesttime resolution(i.e.,one flux
the boundaryof the tail and identifiedO + as the prevalent readingwith its associatedpolar and azimuthaldirectionsat a
constituentof the heavyions.The O + numberdensitieswere givenE/Q stepper revolution(seenext sectionfor summaryof
found to be of the order of 1% of those of the protons. The relevant instrument operation)).These distorted distribution
speeds
andflow angles(azimuthalandpolar)of the heavyions functions are generally accompaniedby enhanced plasma
wave signalsand magneticfield reversalsindicativeof electric
currents.On the basisof our analysesof the high-resolution
Copyright1984by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
plasmaand wave observationsfor orbit 189, we identify a
different
time from that previouslydefinedon the basisof the
Papernumber3A1548.
magneticfield data for the spacecraftentranceinto the mag0148-0227/84/003
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(and for other wave investigationsusing short electric field
antennasystems)are presentedby Scarfetal. [1980b].
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The plasma analyzer operation is describedby lntriligator
etal. [1980] and lntriligator [1982]. The plasma analyzer is a
curved-plateelectrostaticanalyzer covering the energy per
unit charge(E/Q) range from •0 to 8 kv in 32 stepslogarithmically spacedin energy [lntriligator etal., 1980]. The
OPA measuresthe plasma at one E/Q step per spacecraft
revolution at all azimuthal angles on all five collectorsand
transmitsthe peak flux reading and the associatedazimuthal
angle and collectornumber. The collectornumber is indicative
of the polar (north-south)flow [lntriligator etal., 1980]. After
each 32-stepE/Q scan there are detailed azimuthal and polar
scansobtainedat the four E/Q stepsaround the peak.
The plasma parametersshown in Figure 1 and subsequent
figureswere calculatedby using the comprehensivemultiple
ion speciesmoment calculation [lntriligator and Scarf, 1982]
developed at Carmel Research Center. The time shown for
each plasmaparameteris the time of the end of the complete
instrumentcycle(i.e.,after the E/Q scanand the angular scan)
as describedabove and by lntriligator etal. [1980]. As shown
in the high time resolutiondata discussed
below,for the orbits
examinedin this paper the completeinstrumentcycleis about
9 min in duration. It is important to note that the calculation
of plasma parametersassumesthat the plasma distribution is
steady during each plasma E/Q spectrum; if this is not the
case,then the parameterscannot be interpreted without fur-

Fig. 1. Simultaneous30-kHz, 5.4-kHz, and 730-Hz plasma wave
signals,magneticfield measurements[Russelletal., 1981], and the
plasmaproton densityand speedin the vicinity of the tail on orbit
188.The proton parameterswerecalculatedfrom the plasmaanalyzer
energy and angular scans,using the comprehensivemulticomponent
ion speciesmomentcalculationdevelopedat Carmel ResearchCenter
[Intriligator and Scarf 1982].
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netotail. We also demonstrate that the wave activity in the
Venustail appearssimilar to the broadbandnoiseidentifiedin
the earth'stail, but we note that at Venus the levelsare usually
higher.
SUMMARY OF RELEVANT INSTRUMENT OPERATION
AND DATA

PROCESSING

Orbiter Electric Field Detector (OEFD)

The OEFD operationis describedby Scarfet al. [1980a, b].
The wave instrument signals are processedwith a fourchannelspectrumanalyzerhaving30% bandwidthfilterswith
centerfrequenciesat 100 Hz, 730 Hz, 5.4 kHz, and 30 kHz.
For the data employedin this studythe spacecrafttransmitted
at 1024bits/syieldingtwo plasmawavescansper second.
In Figure 1 and subsequentsummaryand high-resolution
figures,the broad decreasein the amplitudeof the 30 kHz, 5.4
kHz, and the 730 Hz signals(e.g.,beginningnear 1415 UT) is
associatedwith the spacecraft'sentranceinto optical shadow
[Scarf etal., 1980b]. At these times the local interference
signalfrom the solarcellsdecreases
as shownin the figure.In
Figures 1-3 we have omitted the 100-Hz channeldata, since
in this regionit haslargeinterference
from the spacecraft
solar
panels.
The OEFD peak broadbandnoisespectra,suchas the one
shownin Figure 8, cover the frequencyrangefrom 100 Hz to
30 kHz. The in-flight thresholdlevels for this investigation
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this linear plot the times of the measuredplasma distribution
may not preciselyline up with the correspondingplasma wave
measurements.However, the precisetime of each point in the
plasma distribution is known and is utilized where relevant.
The number of the collector measuringthe peak flux in each
E/Q spectrum [lntriligator et al., 1980] is indicated in each
box in Figure 4. In all the measurableE/Q spectrain Figure 4
the collector measuring the peak plasma flux is collector 3,
indicating that during this interval the peak proton flux is
consistentlyflowing near the ecliptic (e.g., ___
7.5ø of the spacecraft equatorial plane).
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In the vicinity of the tail on orbit 188, Figure 1 showsthe
1-min peaks and averagesof the 30-kHz, 5.4-kHz, and 730-Hz

electric field from the plasma wave detector [Scarf et al.,
1980a,b], the 1-min averagemagneticfield in spacecraftcoordinates(takenfrom the work of Russellet al. [1981]; seetheir
paper for the definition of the coordinatesystem)and the
equivalentsteadystateplasmadensityand speedderivedfrom
the plasmaanalyzer[lntriligator et al., 1980]. The spacecraft
trajectory for orbit 188 is shown in Figure 4. Enhanced5.4kHz signalsare evidentjust outsidethe tail, as reportedby
Russellet al. [1981]. In the magnetotailthe magneticfield is
usually predominatelyparallel or antiparallel to the X direction, i.e., either toward or away from the planet [Russellet al.,
1981]. There are frequentreversalsof the field within the magnetotail. The plasma parametersin Figure 1 indicate that in
the magnetotailthere is a generalexclusionof high-density
plasma.

JUNE 11, 1979

Comparisonof the 5.4-kHz electricfield channel,magnetic
field, and plasma parametersin Figure 1 indicatesthe excellent agreementbetweenall three parametersas to the spacetext).
craft's entranceinto and exit from the tail (i.e., the region
designated"magnetotail"in Figure 1). The enhanced5.4-kHz
ther scrutiny of the variations in the distribution function. plasmawavesignalson the boundary,and the changein magInspection
of Figure1 showsa fewplasmaprobedata points netic field orientation and the absenceof measurableplasma
withinthe magnetotail
that are likelycandidates
for thistype just before1200UT, all providea clearsignatureof the spaceof spectralaliasing.Specifically,
we notethat withinthe mag- craft's entrance into the tail. The spacecraft'sexit from the
netotailthe measured
equivalentdensities
are verylow, while magnetotailjust before 1800 UT is indicatedby the onset of
someof the streamingspeeds(deducedassumingMaxwellian the 5.4 kHz-enhancement,the changein the magneticfield
proton distributions)
changevery rapidly over wide ranges. orientation, and the presenceof measurableplasma. Within
For example,in the plasma scansbetween1630 and 1700 UT
the tail the intervalswhen measurableplasmais present(e.g.,
the streaming speedsshown are, respectively,306 and 286 before 1300 UT) appear to be associatedwith magneticfield
km/s. In Figure 1 and subsequentsummary figuresdensities reversalsand on someoccasionsare accompaniedby 5.4-kHz
Fig. 3. The sameas Figure 1 for orbit 189.A new identificationof
the magnetotailon this orbit is indicatedbasedon our analyses(see

lessthan about 1 proton cm-3are not plotted.

bursts.We will examinethe relationshipof the higher time
In Figure 4 and the subsequenthigh-resolutionfigures,the resolutionelectricfield observations
to the high time resoluplasmaanalyzerand plasmawave time scalesshownare syn- tion plasmadistributionsin thisregionin the next section.
chronized[lntriligator and Scarf 1982], sincethe plasmaanaIt is usefulto examinethe plasma,wave,and magneticfield
lyzer scanshave increasingplate voltage(E/Q) with increasing observationsfor another orbit. Figure 2, which is similar to
time. These plots show the instantaneous variation in flux

Figure 1, shows the 30-kHz, 5.4-kHz, and 730-Hz channel

with time. The start and stop times of each of the plasma
analyzer ion energyper unit charge(E/Q) scans(e.g.,the beginningand end of the horizontal axis in each box) have been
aligned to coincide with the correspondingtimes of the
plasma wave measurements.Since the plasma analyzer scans
have increasingplate voltage(E/Q) with time (i.e., they make
one E/Q step per revolution of the spacecraft),the instrument
has more E/Q stepsat the lower voltage range than at the
higher voltages.Thus it should be noted that while the beginning and end points of each E/Q scan precisely(i.e., for
Figure 4 and subsequentplots) align in time with the correspondingplasmawavemeasurements,
within the E/Q scanon

plasmawave signals,the magneticfield observations[Russell
et al., 1981] and the plasmadensityand speedfor orbit 191.
Russell et al. [1981] noted there were no enhanced 5.4-kHz
plasma wave signalsin the vicinity of the exit of the magnetotail, and this is evidentin Figure 2. We note that the one
prominent density peak in the tail (e.g., between 1230 and
1300 UT) is correlated with a burst of 5.4-kHz noise. This
densitypeak is also correlatedwith a rather prolongedreversalin the X componentof the magneticfield.
In Figure 2 there are a few other examplesof measurable
plasma within the magnetotail.For example,after 0900 UT

when the spacecraftmade its initial entranceinto the mag-
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Fig. 4. Simultaneoushigher resolutionplasma wave and plasma analyzer measurementsfrom 1015 to 1215 UT on
orbit 188. The 5.4-kHz and 730-Hz wave channel signalsand the correspondingplasma distributionsin the energy per
unit charge(E/Q) range of 0-8 kv are presented.This showsthe instantaneousvariation of flux with time where the
beginningand end of eachœ/Qscanpreciselyalignsin time with the corresponding
plasmawavemeasurements
(seetext).
The number of the collector [Intriligator et al., 1980] measuringthe peak flux in each E/Q spectrumis indicatedin each
box. The spacecrafttrajectoryin a rotated coordinatesystemis shown.The spacecraftentranceinto the magnetotailat
1145 UT is accompaniedby the absenceof measurableplasma and the absenceof enhancedplasmawave activity.The
boundary of the tail (e.g., 1045 to 1145 UT) is associatedwith changingplasmadistributionsand enhancedsignalsin the
5.4-kHz

channel.

netotail as indicatedby the changein the magneticfield and
electricfield parametersand by the absenceof measurable
plasma,there is a short period when there are intermittent
reappearances
of measurable
plasmaof low densityand with
varyingspeeds,
as shownin the figure.Thesefluctuations
in
the plasma also appear to be somewhatcorrelatedwith
changesin the magneticfield. The other low-densitypoints
shownin the magnetotail(e.g.,near 1030 and 1130 UT) are
also associatedwith widely varying speeds(e.g.,280 and 490
km/s, respectively).These two low-densityplasma enhancementsalso appearto correlatewith changesin the magnetic
field.

It is also interestingto note in Figure 2 that outsidethe
magnetotailnear 1900UT, thereis a disturbance
recordedin
the plasma,magneticfield,and electricfield parameters.
This
discontinuityis particularlyintriguing,sinceit occurswhen
the spacecraftis in a regionthat is closerto the planet than
theregionssampledearlier.Moreover,in termsof the distance
perpendicularto the sun-Venusaxis, at 1900 UT the spacecraftis relativelycloseto the previouslyobservedboundaryof
the magnetotailas indicatedin the trajectoryfor this orbit
shown in Figure 9. However, basedon the availableinformation we cannotunambiguously
determinewhetherthis discontinuityis associatedwith the flappingof the boundaryof
the tail pastthe spacecraft
or with the downstream
passage
of
an interplanetarydiscontinuityoriginatingupstreamin the
solar wind.

In our study of the plasmaand wave observationsin the
magnetotailregion,we have founda generalcorrelationnear
the boundary of the tail betweenchangingplasma distributionsand enhancedplasmawave signalswith the exception
of the spacecraftexit from orbit 191 as notedabove.On the
basisof this correlation we have identifiedthe magnetotailon
orbit 189 as illustratedin Figure 3. While we generallyagree

data. Our identification, however, is consistent with the

plasma observationsas discussedby lntriligator [1982]. The
changesin the magneticfield between-,•1200 and 1400 UT in
Figure 3 were associatedwith the magnetotailby Russellet al.
While there are somechangesin the plasmaand wave observationsduring this time, we associatethesephenomenawith a
boundary layer. We identify 1400 UT as the beginningof the
magnetotailon the basisof the generalexclusionof measurable plasma and the 5.4-kHz and 730-Hz signals.In the discussionsectionwe will reconsiderthe correlatedplasma distributions and plasma wave enhancements,attributing these
measurements
to detectionof Doppler-shiftedion waves.
HIGH-RESOLUTION

ANALYSIS: A CASE STUDY

In order to investigatefurther the relation of the plasma
analyzer and plasma wave measurementsto Venusiantail associatedphenomena,we presenthere the detailedplasmaanalyzer and plasmawave observationsfrom 1015 to 1920 UT on
orbit 188. Figure 4 showshigher time resolutionobservations
(12-s peaks and averages)of the 5.4-kHz and 730-Hz electric
field amplitudes from the plasma wave experiment and the
correspondingplasmaion distributionsfrom the plasmaanalyzer experimentfrom 1015 to 1215 UT. The trajectory plot
for orbit 188 in a rotated coordinatesystem,wherethe vertical
axis is the distanceperpendicularto the sun-Venusline, is also
shown.

For the ion E/Q spectraof Figure 4 and subsequentplots
the low-energyparticle population is identified as shocked
solar wind protons [lntriligator, 1982; lntriligator and Scarf,
1982]. The high-energyshoulderadjacentto the proton distribution is associatedwith shockedsolar wind alpha particles.
This shoulder also may include a high-energy tail of the
proton distribution.The high-energypeaksin the plasmadistributions from 1030 to 1052 UT indicate the presenceof

with the magnetotailidentificationsby Russellet al. [1981], oxygen ions (O +) scavengedfrom the Venusian atmothis identificationof the magnetotailon orbit 189 is different sphere/ionosphere
and acceleratedto speedscomparable to
from that previouslydefinedon the basisof the magnetometer those of the solar wind protons [lntriligator, 1982]. The en-
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asFigure4 for1215to 1415UT onorbit188.After1232UT theappearances
ofmeasurable
plasma
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by enhanced
signals
in the730-Hzchannel.

hanced 5.4-kHz signal at 1045 UT could be associatedwith
this accelerationprocess.Similarly, the enhanced 5.4-kHz signals from 1050 to 1132 UT may be associatedwith the decreasein the speed of the low-energy plasma peak (e.g., the
proton peak) in the correspondingplasma distributions in
Figure 4. This decreasein speedis particularly evident in the
plot of the proton speedin Figure 1.
In Figure 4 in all the spectra the peak proton flux is measured on collector 3. In thesespectrathe peak heavy ion flux
is also measuredon collector 3. This similarity in the polar
(north-south) flow directions for the protons and the oxygen
ions in this region is consistentwith the resultsof lntriligator
[1982]. In the E/Q scan beginning near 1135 UT, the E/Q
location of the second peak is not high enough for us to
identify it as being associatedwith oxygen ions unlessthese

O + ions have not yet been acceleratedup to speedscomparable to those of the protons. If this peak were associated
with oxygen ions their speed would be less than 150 km/s,
which is considerablyless than the proton speed (e.g., 210
km/s) at this time. The peak flux of this secondpeak in this
E/Q scanis not measuredon collector3 (the central collector).
It is measured on collector 2 Elntriligator et al., 1980]. With
regard to the azimuthal (east-west)flow directions,the direc-

tionsassociated
with the peakprotonand O + fluxesin Figure
4 are similar to thosereportedby lntriligator [1982].
Comparison of the plasma distributions and the plasma
wave signalsindicates that the spacecraftentrance into the
magnetotail at 1145 UT is accompaniedby the absenceof
measurableplasmaand the absenceof enhancedsignalsin the
plasma wave channels;the boundary of the tail (e.g., 10451145 UT) is associatedwith changing plasma distributions
and enhancedsignalsin the 5.4-kHz channel.
Figure 5 showsthe plasma distributionsand the higher time
resolution 5.4-kHz and 730-Hz signalsfrom 1215 to 1415 UT

spectrashowingmeasurableplasmafluxes.The proton parameters correspondingto thesetwo low-energy peaks are shown
in Figure 1. The plasma parametersin Figure 1 for thesetwo
cyclesare basedon the energy scanmeasurementsonly, since
in this region the intervals of measurableplasma are so intermittent that for the angular scan of the spectrumnear 1230
UT there was no measurableplasma at the energiessampled.
For the angular scanof the next spectrummeasurableplasma
was only partially present.Similarly, the other plasma parametersshown in Figure 1 associatedwith the higher time resolution data in Figure 5 (e.g., the spectrumbeginningnear 1300
UT) are basedon the energyscan observationsonly, sinceno
measurable plasma was observed during the angular scan.
These parametershave been derived by assumingthat these
peaksare associatedwith protons.For the 1300 UT spectrum,
for example,the speedshown in Figure 1 is a little more than

600 km/s; however,if this spectrumwere associated
with O +
ions rather than protons,then the speedwould be of the order
of 150 km/s. While there are measurableplasma distributions
observedin the energyscansbeginningnear 1250, 1310, 1320,
1335, and 1345 UT as shownin Figure 5, theselead to proton

densitieslessthan approximately1 cm-3, so that they have
not beenincludedin Figure 1.
We

note that

while

there

are some enhancements

in the

5.4-kHz channelin Figure 4 as discussedabove, there are very
few enhancementsin the 730 Hz channel during the time
period coveredin Figure 4. In contrast,during the 1215-1415
UT interval shown in Figure 5 there are numerous enhancements in the 730-Hz channel and very few enhancementsin
the 5.4-kHz channel. In the work of lntriligator and Scarf
[1982], we commented on the apparent correlation between
the enhancementsin theseplasmawave channelsand the presence of the higher energy component of the plasma distribution. During the 1215-1415 UT time interval the plasma
on orbit 188whenthe spacecraft
is in the magnetotail.
The distributions are generally more energetic than the distriappearancesafter 1232 UT of measurableplasma fluxes are butions during the 1015-1215 UT interval, with the exception
accompaniedby enhancedsignalsin the 730-Hz channel.The
of the threespectrathat alsoindicatethe presenceof O + ions.
shape and location in E/Q of the plasma distributions in
Figure 6 shows the plasma distributions and plasma wave
Figure 5 are varying. Generally, however,the high-energydis- signalsfrom 1415 to 1615 UT. The decreasein plasma wave
tributions do not appear to be Maxwellian. The collectors amplitudes is associatedwith the spacecraftentry into the
associated
with the peakfluxesare alsovarying(e.g.,collector optical shadow [Russell et al., 1981]. The 5.4-kHz peak near
2 at -• 1302UT and collector3 at -• 1310UT).
1500 UT is due to the exit of the spacecraftfrom the optical
There is a low-energy(proton) peak presentin the first two shadow.The changingplasma distributionsand the changing
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region).

is a striking absenceof enhancementsin the 5.4-kHz channel
in the magnetotailon orbit 188. We will show additional 5.4kHz observationsin the magnetotailon this orbit in the next
figure. With regard to the enhancementsin the 730-Hz
channel,Figure 6 indicatesthat the plasma wave activity in
this frequencyrange also is quite low during this interval
(again we are excluding the signalsrecorded in association
with the spacecraft's
traversalof the optical shadowregion)in
contrast to the 730 Hz observationsduring the period shown
in the previousfigure.Thesequiet levelscontinuein the magnetotailfor almostanother1.5hours,asshownin Figure 7.
Figure 7 presentsthe plasmadistributionsand plasmawave
signalsfrom 1615 to 1920 UT. A few enhancedplasmawave
cm-3 havebeenincludedin Figure1.
There are no large real enhancementsin the 5.4-kHz signalsare observedbetween 1615 and 1705 UT. These are
channelin Figure 6 (i.e.,we excludethe peak associated
with associatedwith changingplasma distributionsand changing
the reemergence
of the spacecraft
into sunlight).This is consis- anglesof polar flow (as indicated by the changingcollector
tent with the 5.4-kHz observationsshown in Figure 5 and numbers).The exit of the spacecraftfrom the magnetotailat
with the 5.4-kHz observationsin Figure 4 subsequentto the 1750 UT is associatedwith the persistent appearance of
entranceinto the magnetotail(i.e.,after 1145UT). Thus there measurableplasma distributionsand enhanced5.4-kHz and
collectorsassociatedwith the peak flux are evident in Figure
6. As in Figure 5, the intermittent presenceof measurable
plasmais also evident.
As in the caseof someof the spectrain Figure 5, the observations of measurableplasma in Figure 6 are so intermittent
that no significantplasma fluxes were measuredduring the
angular scans.Thus the plasmaparametersincludedin Figure
1 for the time period correspondingto the higher time resolution observationsin Figure 6 are basedonly on the measurements obtained during the energy scans.As in the previous
casesdiscussedabove, only those plasma parametersassociated with a density of greater than approximately 1 proton
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Fig. 7. The sameas Figure4 for 1615-1920UT on orbit 188.A fewenhanced
wavesignalsare observed
in the tail
between1615and 1705UT. Theseare associated
with changingplasmadistributionsand changinganglesof polar flow (as

indicatedby the changingcollectornumbers).
The exit of the spacecraft
from the magnetotail
at 1750UT is associated
withthepersistent
appearance
of measurable
plasmadistributions
andenhanced
5.4-kHzand730-Hzsignals.
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BROADBAND

NOISE

IN

THE

TAIL

To investigate this possibility further, we can compare the
higher time resolution plasma and wave measurementswith
the 1-min averagemagnetic field measurementsin Figure 1.
From this comparisonof our higher time resolutionmeasurements in Figures 4-7 with the magnetic field observationsin
Figure 1, we can ascertainthat in the magnetotail the intermittent plasma fluxes and the enhancementsin the plasma
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wave channelsare associatedwith changingmagneticfields,
particularly in the BX component. These field reversals are
indicative of electric currents. Orbit 188 passesclose to the
expected center of the aberrated magnetotail and the spacecraft trajectory through the tail was nearly parallel to the
expectedcurrent sheet position. Thus the drifts could be associated with field-aligned currents or with currents not
aligned with the field.
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Fig. 8. Comparisonof broadbandnoiselevelsin the earth'stail
(IMP 8) at 34 RE and in the regiondownstreamof Venus(Pioneer
Venus).

Figure 8 comparesthe characteristicpeak broadbandnoise
spectrumin the Venusian tail measuredby the PVO plasma
wave experimentwith the comparablehigh intensity noise
spectrummeasuredin the earth'stail from IMP 8 [Gurnett et
al., 1976]. It is evidentfrom Figure 8 that the broadbandnoise
level in the Venusian tail is considerably higher than that
observedin the earth's tail. In the earth's magnetotail regions
of increased broadband noise are observed in conjunction
with gradientsin the magnetic field and plasma parameters.
The generally enhancedlevels in the Venus magnetotail are
also associatedwith boundaries,suggestingthat similar waveparticle interactionsdevelopon the flanks of the tail at earth

730-Hz plasmawave signals.Particularly large increasesin the
and Venus.
5.4 kHz signalsappear to occur between 1750 and 1755 UT
and between1840 and 1850 UT when the polar flow anglesof
Wave-Particle Interactions Within the Magnetotail
the peak plasmafluxesare varying.
In Figures 4-7 it is tempting to associatethe intermittent
While Figures 4-7 show some evidence of wave-particle
appearances of measurable plasma fluxes and enhanced interactionswithin the magnetotail, a more striking example
plasma wave signalswith currentsflowing in the magnetotail. occurredon orbit 191. Figure 9 presentsthe relevant plasma
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Fig. 9. Simultaneoushigher resolutionplasma wave and plasmaanalyzermeasurements
for 1030 and 1230 UT on orbit
191.In the top row we have includedan enlargedversionof the plasmadistributionwhich wasmeasurednear 1115UT.
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distributionsand the plasma wave signalsin the 30-kHz, 5.4kHz, 730-Hz, and 100-Hz channels from 1030 to 1230 UT.

The format of this figure is similar to that in Figures4-7, but
at the top of the figure we have included an enlargedversion
of the plasma distribution measurednear 1115 UT, which we
discussin detail below. Figure 9 shows the generally quiet
nature of the plasma signalsin the 30-kHz, 5.4-kHz, and 730
Hz channels and the general lack of measurable plasma
during this time. The noticeable presence of measurable
plasma near 1115 UT appears to be correlated with an enhanced signal in these three plasma wave channels. The
100-Hz channelis noticeably noisy throughout the entire time
interval shown in Figure 9, indicating the presenceof solar
array noise and low-frequencywaves.Thus we have in Figure
9 a dramatic exampleof the suddenappearanceof measurable
plasmaand the apparentlycorrelatedenhancementsin all four
plasma wave channels.
An examination of the plasma distribution near 1115 UT
indicates the presenceof a low-energy peak and then two
additional peaks at higher energiesthat are more intense.A
fourth peak is also evident at even higher energies.The lowest
energy peaks in the plasma distribution near 115 UT can be
associatedwith protons having a bulk speed of about 290

INTERACTIONS

plasma distributions.These correlateddetectionsare observed
in the samespatial region on both orbits.
As discussedby lntriligator and Scarf [1982], enhanced
plasmawavesare likely to be ion acousticoscillations.Dop-

pler shiftsare important when slow, short wavelengthwaves
(such as ion acoustic waves) develop in plasmas that flow
rapidly past the spacecraft.For orbit 188, for example,the
plasma speedin the region of interestis about 250 km/s, so
that the 5.4-kHz signalsimply ion acousticwavelengths
of 46
m (seeequations(1), (2) in the work of lntriligator and Scarf
[-1982]).The relatively low plasma speedsobservedon orbits
188 and 189 imply that the Doppler shifts are somewhat
smallerthan the onesthat are appropriatefor the ionosheath
(e.g.,orbits 176 and 177 studiedpreviously);however,the correlated detectionsnear the exit of the magnetotail on orbits
188 and 189 again appear to be consistentwith an ion acoustic wave identification.

Even though the onsetof measurableplasmadistributions
near the exit of the magnetotail on orbit 191 was associated
with detection of a few brief enhancements

in the 5.4-kHz

channel,generallythe plasmawave activity was very low in
this region on this orbit. The plasmatemperaturesin the tail
boundary regions for orbits 188, 189, and 191 were of the

km/swith a densitylessthan 1 cm-3. It is temptingto identify orderof 105øK.The magnetic
fieldmagnitudes
(10 •) andthe
3) were similaron orbits
the two more intensepeaksat higherenergiesas higherenergy plasmadensities(• 10 protons/cm
protons (the most intensepeak) and alpha particles(the next 188and 191.Althoughthe plasmaspeedwassomewhathigher
on orbit 191 than on orbit 188 (•260-300 km/s versus240270 km/s),it doesnot appearthat this could sufficientlyshift
largerthan 1 cm-3. If we identifythe fourthpeakas oxygen the frequenciesof the ion acousticwavesso that they did not
ions, their speedis in the range of about 270 km/s. This speed fall within the observable channels. Rather, the observations
for the oxygenions is similar to the speedassociatedwith the imply the absenceof wavesourcesin this regionat this time.
Within the magnetotailregion on orbits 188 and 191, there
lowest energy proton peak (i.e., 290 km/s). Both of these
speedsare considerablylessthan the speedassociatedwith the appears to be a clear correspondencebetween enhanced
intensehigher energyproton peak (i.e.,about 490 km/s).
plasmawave levelsand the presenceof measurableplasma
Thus it is possiblethat at this time we are observingboth and changingplasmadistributions.These changesare often
(1) an ambient tail spectrum with its less intense and less correlatedwith reversalsin the BX componentof the magenergeticproton and oxygenpeaksand (2) a more intenseand neticfield,and this impliesthe presenceof currentsflowingin
more energeticplasma blob that may be from the ionosheath. this region. Therefore it is reasonable to associatethe enThe protonand O + speedsof 290 and 270 km/s,respectively, hancedwaveactivitywith a current-drivenplasmainstability.
It should be noted that "clouds" observed at lower altitudes
in the lessintenseportions of the plasma distributionare consistentwith the resultsof the detailed analysisof proton and near the ionopause[Brace et al., 1982] have thermal(ionoO + speedsduring the June 1979 tail crossings
presentedby spheric) plasma enhancementsand electric field emissions
lntriligator [1982]. While it is possiblethat the more intense during B,•reversals.
The 5.4-kHz enhancements on orbits 188 and 191 detected
and more energeticportion of the plasma distribution is evidenceof local particle accelerationin the tail, it appearsmore prior to enteringthe tail also correspondto changingplasma
likely that it is associatedwith an ionosheathspectrumsuch distributions,
includingthoseassociated
with oxygenions[Inas those analyzed by lntriligator and Scarf [1982] and that triligator, 1982]. The multiple peaks in the plasma distrithis blob of ionosheathplasma was sampled by the instru- butionsthat were observedon orbit 188 just outsidethe tail
ments due to some local fluctuations of the ionosheath boundand again within the tail (seeFigures4 and 5) correlatewith
ary. Therefore we could be observing interpenetrating ion enhancedplasmawave activity.Thesemay be similar to the
beams.lntriligator and Scarf[-1982]discussed
interpenetrating beam/beaminteractionswe observedin the ionosheath[lntriliion beamsin the ionosheath.In the presentcase,we may have gator and Scarf 1982].
interpenetratingion beamswhere one beam is an ambient tail
On orbits 188, 191, and 189 the changein the speedof the
plasma beam and the other beam is an ionosheathplasma ions and the correlated enhancements in the 5.4-kHz and
beam.
730-Hzchannels
may be associated
with differentialstreaming
due to decreasing
speeds.lntriligator [1982] reportedthe deDISCUSSION
creasein speedsof oxygenionsand protonsin this regionon
The observationspresentedabove provide many examples orbits 189 and 186 and suggested
that this may be indicative
of correspondencebetween enhancedplasma wave levels and of a shearlayer.Thesechangesin the plasmaspeed(and often
changesin the measuredplasma distributions.On orbits 188 the densityalso) do correlatewith enhancedplasmawave
peak). With this identification these higher energy protons
have a bulk speed of about 490 km/s and a density slightly

and 189 the enhanced 5.4-kHz and 730-Hz plasma wave sig- levels,therebyindicatingthat thereare specific
spatialregions
nals in the vicinity of the exit from the magnetotailcorrespond in the vicinityof the tail that are associated
with large-scale
with the onset of measurableplasma and the evolution of the turbulenceand that theseregionsare presenton severalorbits.

INTRILIGATOR AND SCARF' VENUS WAKE WAVE-PARTICLE INTERACTIONS

This result is also consistentwith the recent laboratoryresults
of Intriligator and Steele [1982] that indicate that stable spatial regions of enhanced turbulence are formed near the
boundary of the obstacle shadow downstream from an unmagnetizedobstaclein the solarwind flow.
Since someplasma pressureis necessaryto inflate the tail,
the intervalsassociatedwith an absenceof measurableplasma
most likely imply the presenceof a hot isotropicplasmathat
is not observablewith the PVO plasma analyzer. Thus the
correlated plasma and wave detectionsin the tail are associated with the presenceof directed low-energy plasma popu-
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Cause and effect relationshipsare never easy to discern,
even at earth where we have accumulated much data in the

magnetotail and magnetosheath. At Venus we have only
begunto study someof the tail-associatedphenomenaand the
data set is quite limited. Eventually, it should be possibleto
answersuchquestionsas, Do the tail current sheetsform from
ionosphericor ionosheathplasma? Do the currents cause a
plasma instability that creates the waves? Do accelerated
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